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under John Hansbury had great difficulty in returning. Hansbury 
did finely in guiding them back through snow conditions which they 
said afterwards they would have believed impossible. I gave mentally 
a good mark to the Centre's hardening qualities. The ponies had to 
be abandoned and, for several days afterwards, Hansbury and I made 
pilgrimage to the pass from Baltal to , dig out possessions from fast 
drifting wind-snow. When we got back to Sonamarg, camp had been 
packed. We passed straight down the valley to Srinagar~ and renewal 
of the scheme at Gulmarg in skiing guise. 

It is difficult to assess yet the merits of the Mountain Centre, 
especially for us who are involved in it and enthusiastic for its success. 
Plans are laid for skiing and climbing centres in Sikkim and even 
Garhwal. Certainly skiing will, for the majority, be the easier line 
of approach, because they will come to it as an acknowledged pleasur
able and exhilarating sport. They may then be trapped, unknowing~ 
by the beauty .and breadth of hills, by the sight of Nanga Parbat seen 
through pine trees below Khillan, and by the . pure physical glory 
of exertion among the snows. Therefore we look to skiing as the 
handmaiden of mountaineering; and to mountaineering, confidently 
taking it at its widest, as a stimulus to men weary with war, and a 
bliss, the highest physically possible, that shall raise them, willy nilly, 

. one step nearer Heaven. 
• 

MOUNT KENYA FIRST ASCENT OF THE 
NORTH FACE 

• 

BY P. H. HICKS 

OUNT KENYA is one of the half dozen groups of major peaks 
of East Africa, such as the Ruwenzori, Kilimanjaro, Mufum
biro, Kenya and Elgon masses. It is situated almost on the 

equator and rises to an altitude of about I7 ,I40 ft. It is an isolated 
peak rising out of the plains and has been heavily glaciated throughout 
its known history. The present drought cycle has caused most of 
the glaciers to shrink considerably, but the mountain still remains 
one of greatest pictorial interest. 

Its discovery by the first missionaries in East Africa, who wondered . 
whether the whiteness of the glaciers was rock salt ; its first assault . 
by Sir Halford Mackinder at the close of the nineteenth century with 
two Alpine guides, resulting in the first ascent 1 by the S.E. face·
these two link the beginning and end of its history till I 929, when 
Wyn Harris and Shipton repeated Mackinder's success and made ·· 
the first ascent of N elion, the lower summit. 2 In I 93 I Shipton and 
Tihnan climbed the W. ridge a route that has not yet been repeated
and, descending the S.E. face, made the first traverse of the mountain.3 

1 A.J. 20. 102 sqq. 2 A.J. 4r. 362 sqq. 3 A.J. 43· 138 sqq. 
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Wyn Harris and Shipton, before their ascent in I929 by the S.E. 

route, in looking around for a feasible line of assault, turned the first 
spotlight on to the N. face, a vast wall of crags and buttresses reaching 
from an altitude of about I4,7oo ft. up to the twin summits at I7 ,140ft. 
Dutton describes this face as resembling the pipes of an organ, which 
is an apt commentary on some of ·its aspects. The first attempt on 
this face ended at an. altitude of about I6,3oo ft., at the top of a smooth 
. slab meeting a clean-cut vettical wall. 

The mountain had the attention of perhaps two successful parties, 
and two or three others that reached the lower peak up to I938, when 
Simmonds, Sladen and I went up the mountain to investigate the 
N. face route again. Over a fortnight was spent on this intricate 
face endeavouring to find a practicable route ; each day taking the 
possibilities higher, and each day bringing the blanket of mist that 
came down at mid-morning. The route that was finally picked 
necessitated a high standard of climbing almost throughout, and un.
fortunately no solution had yet been found to the problem that defeated 
Wyn Harris and Shipton. An attempt was made on the day of assault 
to force a way using pitons, but the route remained impregnable, and 
was finally voted impracticable. This was a memorable day's climb. 
Starting at dawn of a cold misty day we reached the highest point at 
I .30 P .M. and until 4.30 P .M. we tried to force· a way " up or around the 
vertical wall, which was about 50 ft. high. The return was made 
unpleasant when ·darkness set in at 6.30 P.M., and we did not reach 
bivouac again until 10.30 P.M. 

The spotlight on the N. face faded away again, and a few more 
parties in the following years inade their way up the now familiar 
S.E. face, one or two reaching the summit but most reaching Nelion, 
the smaller ·twin, about I7,100 ft. Between Nelion and Batian, the 
higher, lies the 'Gate of the Mists,' the Diamond Glacier (so named 
for the quality of its ice) straddling this gateway, which is guarded by 
an imposing gendarme. The traverse of the Gate of the Mists can be · 
the crux of the crossing, and has stopped the II).ajority of parties. In 
latter years, however, the drought. cycle has shrunk the Diamond 
Glacier, as \Vith the others, reducing the ice traverse but sometimes 
increasing the difficulties on the rock if snow has fallen in quantity. 

In early I 944, another group of climbers foregathered for a further 
reconnaissance of the N. face. Firmin, Timtp.is and $irnmonds 
spent some time in working out a .parallel route to the old one, and 
followed this successfully to an altitude of about 16,100 ft., to vvhere 
a great towe.r barred all exit from an amphitheatre ofJoose rock. This 
seemed the vital point, but a heavy fall of snow stopped further climbing 
and yet once again the N. face looked over the Mackinder V alley 
unbeaten! 

In July of the sam~ year, Firmin, Timmis, Hayward, Mitchell and 
I availed ourselves of a few days' leave, with the N. face as chief 
objective. As is usual in this large territory with its small population, 
the climbing meet entailed journeys of 200 and 300 miles to 
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foregather in Nairobi, as we did on the morning of July 27. Heavy 
kit was finally sorted and put on the train to Nanyuki, railhead to the 
mountain and 140 miles away, and the party left by road, reaching 
there by early evening. The night was spent at a farm house, whose· 
owner had provided mules for transport of the kit up to base camp, 

. and the evening talk turned over the weather and the chances of 
success . . 

The next morning the kit was finally packed into loads suitable foi
the mules, and by ten o'clock the cavalcade of six pack mules, four 
mule drivers on mules, and five walking figures, left the farmsteaq, and 
started on the 30-mile journey through the heavy forest belt on the 
lower slopes of the mountain. The forest soon engulfed the party~ 
and from its clearings the plains could be seen to sink perceptibly· as 
time went on. Signs of elephant, buffalo and rhino were frequent 
and recent, and at times it seemed certain that elephant or rhino 
would appear. However, the day was uneventful in this respect, 
and by 5 P .M. the limits of the forest were reached, arid a good camp 
site found. Four mountain tents were pitched, and tea was on its 
way in the quickest time possible. Then a: pleasant evening, cooking ,. 
eating, bathing in the m<?untain stream nearby, and finally sleep, with 
the first frost snap coming on. The stars shone out very clear in the- . 
night, and the moon bathed the plains in a dim light that gave a long 
vista from the camp at 1o,ooo ft . 

Next morning, the party was on the move by 9 o'clock good time 
for loading mules and starting them and then began the climb up· 
the open moorlands reaching to the lower peaks surrounding Batian 
and Nelion. The mists were swirling up the valleys by mid-morning, 
and the first serious uphill effects were felt in the crossing of the first 
ridge. The cold c.ame with the wind, and the feel of the glaciers. 

Base camp at Shipton's cave (~4,000 ft.) was reached at 3 P.M., an·d 
the mules were offioaded and allowed to roll in great pleasure on the· 
turf and pebbles. Shipton's cave is now a well known landmark in 
Mackirider Valley and _has been the base for at least four expeditions. 
to the N, face. The day was s~ill fine though cloudy above, and 
Firmin and I elected to carry on up to the high bivouac, and changed 
and packed sufficient kit at once. This bivouac at about 14,700 ft . 
was quarried out of the side of a large rock at the foot of the N. face 
in 1938, and has proved invaluable in the succeeding years, as it is 
the only reasonable site for a couple of small tents so near to th~ start 
of the climb. , 

One mule was loaded and assisted up to the foot of the steep screes 
leading. to the platform, and then loads were pack-carried. It seemed a · 
particularly exhausting and back-breaking job. By 5.30 P.M. we were 
up, and after a very extensive search for iGe, managed to find a small 
quantity under a rock, sufficient 'to make our meal. Then we turned 
in to rest for the followil)g day's ·work. This was to be an early 
reconnaissance up to the Rock Tower, and if all went well, the climb· 
was to be carried as far as it would go. . 
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Altitude made the night somewhat restless, and dawn came up in a 
sickly, cold aura ! Breakfast was over as soon as half a mtig of tea 
had been melted and drunk food was revolting to sight and stomach. 
Then a painful plod up to the foot of the first gully. The sun was well 
up and the peak clear, and we made our way up steadily, though some
what breathlessly. Firmin started off in the lead u·p a narrow steep 
gully . of moderate difficulty, and w._e went easily upwards climbing 
together, until a small amphitheatre was reached. These rock-strewn 
amphitheatres or broad sloping ledges are a characteristic of the N. 
face on this side. Around each broad ledge rise the fluted rock towers 
which also characterise this side of the mountain. The rock was 
sound and, with the 'early sun on us, the climbing was extremely 
enjoyable. · The route above the ledge lay up a steep wall of about 
So ft. · This was negotiated on the le~t and gave a few moments of 
hesitation before the right handholds and footholds were coordinated 
and doubts cleared away. · Climbing together again, we continued 
upwards over easier ground until another· rock wall presented itself. 
This was turned on the right and then we traversed across vertical 
rock leftwards to the large right-hand amphitheatre. This short 
portion of the climb vividly recalled to me one of the upper sections · 
of the Milestone Buttress on Tryfaen. The amphitheatre was a mass. 
of loose boulders and rubble, but in January of the same year, deep 
snow had given the reconnaissance party a good deal of trouble here. 
Crossing over towards the left, we reached the small ridge at the edge 
of .the amphitheatre and gazed up to where it jutted from the foot of 
a tall rock tower. Above was new ground not yet covered by the 

• • • previous reconnaissances. 
Scrambling up the slabs which formed the back· of the ridge, we 

reached a broad ledge on which we paused for rest. The day was still 
wonderfully fine, but cloud was massing slowly in the distance. We 
gave a loud halloo down to the others at Shipton's cave. The foot 
of th~ Rock Tower had been reached in good time (by 9 A.M.) before 
the mists covered the top aga.in, and the problem could now be studied 
more carefully. We sto9d on a broad platform from which the 
mountain fell ·steeply on both sides, rose perpendicularly above, and 
led to the broad amphitheatre by the slim ridge up which we had come. 

After a short rest, the first passage was tackled. A long double 
fissure gave ·a line of weakness for the first 30 ft., and then the route 

. led over to the left on to the face, to rock of somewhat crumbling and 
scaly texture. A certain amount of hard ice had lodged in the fissures,. 
which caused trouble in getting good pressure holds with the boot. 
At the top of the fissures, a delicate transfer was required to ge~ on to 
the face on . the left. The face was exposed over the amphitheatre, 
but the holds, though some were very small, were just sufficient. The 
chief uncertainty at the upper section of the passage was due to the 
poor surface of the rock here, about the only part of the climb which · 
I recollect a~ being of unsound, as apart from unstable loose rock. 

·This passage accomplished, which Firmin did in great style, we 
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went up a vvide chimney to the right, after many doubtful moments 
when the route seemed to come to an impossible dead end. This 
section caused more trouble than the last. There seemed to be no 
possible way out of the chimney (except felo de se !). After a good 

· deal of harsh words and hilarity had beeri used, once again the defences 
relaxed, and by another delicate transfer somewhat marred by old ice, 
we got out and above the chimney, directly on to the ridge. It was 
the last difficult passage on the tower. .At last we were on a well 
defined ridge that climbed lightheartedly upwards to meet the crest 
of the great 'V. ridge. At times knife edge and then broadening into 
low towers and walls, the ridge led us upwards, climbing together. 
At one point we left the crest and made an easy ascending traverse to 
the left over broken slabby rock, before rejoining the ridge. A small, 
almost completely desiccated, glacier was negotiated with little step
cutting. This glacier hung at a steep angle on the crest of the ridge, 
and it was roughly at this point that the W. ridge abutted on to ours. 
Unfortunately mist had closed down since I I A.M., and it was difficult 
to confirm details accurately. Although the mists had closed in 
completety, we both felt that the summit was now very near. It 
was well after midday. The ridge gave restricted views through the 
mist of the sheer rock faces on each side, and at times it was necessary 
to abandon dignity and convenience and straddle over one or two 
knife edges. · · 

The route led up to a tall tower s~anding four square on the ridge, 
and a few bad moments of anticipation of trouble were experienced. 
In point of fact, after drawing blank on top and on the right, we found 
a small finger traverse possible on the left. It would be interesting 
to know whether this was the gap in the ridge mentioned by Tilman 
on p. 65 of Snow on the Equator. The traverse was made possible by 

·descending the ridge in advance of the tower on the left. 
An easy advance along the· ridge followed, and then a large bulky 

tower loomed through the mist. A s4ort traverse over loose rock and 
an upward climb, and then the supreme thrill. At I.3o P.M . we 
reached Batian. The summit was in a mist through which the sun 
gleamed brightly. The weather was calm and still. We sat for a 
while and gasped appreciation and steamy breath in large alternate · 
gulps. Records were entered up, and two photographs taken, but 
the mist kept a pall on the view. We looked through the scant¥ 
scraps of paper recording the ascents of something less than a dozen 
successful parties, and then replaced the cigarette tin carefully in the 
summit cairn. 

It was too late and the return too long to think of spending a leisurely 
half hour on top. Although the mist held on, the air was so still 
that it would have been quite cprnfortable at the summit. The 
decision was made to descend the S.E. face as this route was known 
to us both, and as soon as possible, the descent to the Gate of the 
Mists was begun. After a few doubtful casts, the Diamond Glacier 
was reached, to find that in shrinking due to the drought, it had left a 
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Photo, A. ll. Firmin. ] 

l\llou~T l(E~Y A. NORTH FACE AND \VEST RIDGE FR0;\1 SE~DEYO. 

l To face j>. So. 
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broad ice platform across which the party walked in promenade style. · 
A wonderful find here, as once before on the climb, was a small pool 
of water, at which we quenched our long thirst. We felt unable to 
eat much at any time during the day owing to our thirst. 

Once over the top of Nelion, which we reached at 3 P.M., the hoped 
for easy descent of the S .E. face was started. Disillusionment set in 
at once at the appearance of its snow-plastered gullies, and the descent 
became a hard climb. Roping down was carried ·Out wherever time 
could be saved this !"ay, but the masses of snow and ice in the gullies 
made a problem of most steep places. At this season of the year 
(August) the sun is warming the N. face, keeping it clear of snow 
generally. The reverse takes place on the opposite si~e, where masses 
of snow accumulate and lie in powdery heaps on the S.E. face. 

Every minute was now utilised to save time, as the afternoon was 
closing in. As the mists cleared towards evening, the large expanse 
of the Lewis Glacier came into sight below, and the welcome foot of 
the climb. The last traverse was done as dusk fell, and the moon 
came up as the final stages of the descent were completed. At 7 P.M. 

the two climbers paused at the foot of the peak, and the day's events 
glowed dimly in their unappreciative tired bodies. A long trudge 
over the glacier and up the snow slopes to the ridge at Thomson's 
Point, and then a sliding walk down a thousand feet of screes to the 
bivouac, which was reached at 9.30 P.M. Hayward and Timmis were 
in the second bivouac tent, having come up with extra food that day, 
and mugs of tea were made as quickly as possible. The entire pleasures 
of the day were then crystallised in the easing of limbs inside sleeping 
bags and the glow of hot tea (not altogether unconnected with a small 
flask of spirit). Another climbing day was over. 

It is over six years now since I first started up theN. face, scratching 
vaguely up one gully after another, and then ending face to the same 
smooth wall that stopped Wyn Harris and Shipton in 1929. That 
~oute was characterised by its number of severe passages. The present 
route, to which Firmin largely contributed by looking still further 
round the corner for the starting gully that really ' went,' is a first 
class climb of a higher standard both in length and difficulty than the 
standard S.E. route. On the other hand, at this time of the year, as 
we had seen, it proves to be a far more practicable and direct route to 
·the summit. With the face relatively clear of snow, in conjunction 
with the pleasant though misty weather we .experienced, it now appears 
to us that it would have been simpler to descend by the same route. 
As it was, with the sun N. of the mountain the S. side was plastered 
with loose crystalline snow which gave us a great deal of trouble. In 
a nutnber of' steep places, we had to abandon the normal route and 
climb or rope down the outer face of the gullies. Once, however, the 
hard work of returning round the mountain over the Lewis Glacier 
and Thomson's ridge had receded into memory, the satisfying recol
lection of the full traverse of the mo'-:lntain outweighed all the dis•
comforts. 
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